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The author is convinced that Roulette over a long time is not just pure gambling. In his opinion, it is

mainly influenced by a number of mathematical laws and stays thus no longer unpredictable.

Loosened up by many illustrations and personal stories, Paul M. Goldek offers you his own

experience and knowledge resulting from more than 15 years of intense gambling and research. He

leads the reader in logical steps up to a very promising level. The author explains precicely and in

detail how things in the future can turn out for the best by using which approach. This book will not

only interest the experienced ones among us but is also very helpful for rookies. All of them will get

many important recommendations and thought-provoking impulses.
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An excellently reference book! Straight up this book points out the important facts for a determined

and profit-oriented play. I really appreciated the logical starting points. Thatâ€™s why I read the

book within 1 day.I would have never imagined how much more important mathematics is for such a

games compared to luck or bad luck. The most impressing parts were the explanation about the

personal permanence, the pyramidal form of chances and comparability of deficits of different

chances via conversion factors. Also the existence of optimal chances was totally new to me. I

always thought that it wouldnâ€™t matter if I put on 3,6,12 or 18 numbers per game.Surprisingly I

found the meaning of already chosen numbers for the future stakes.Almost spectacular I find the

possibility to prepare the own attacks already at home. In the future I can save a lot of time because

it doesnâ€™t matter where and when I get my wins.Itâ€™s a pity that I got all those advices so late

because I could have saved so much money on my bank account.In conclusion I can absolutely



recommend this book to everyone who likes to play roulette. Read this book! Itâ€™s really worth it.

As a novice roulette gambler I had always simply thought it was completely chance that influenced

the outcome, but I now see that different approaches can influence the outcome with mathematical

predictability. Now I am anxious for my next casino trip with an excited confidence, and the feeling

of a mathematical advantage. Thank you, and great job Paul! Keep up the fantastic work!
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